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FREEDOM EDITORIAL
THE GREAT SUBSCRIPTION SAGA (Part II)

First, thanks for all the money, and no,
I haven't used it to buy the small yacht I
mentioned in the December '84 issue.
Secondly, as sole, subs person I admit to
being a little behind with changes of
address, and re-sub requests. This is
because there were only two editors for
a while. Thus no acknowledgements of
subs received have been sent out. Please
take the continued arrival of Freedom as
a sign that your money is safe in our
hands.

It should be said that one of the
problems the new Freedom editors had
in '84 was the flat refusal of the old
coIlective’s subs person to hand over the
subs list and addressograph machine.
What we did was to hand-copy the
‘ __ _ _
I

>

Dear Freedom Collective,
I have just read your March article on the
heroin problem. It is good to see a serious
anarchist magazine devoting so much
time to the problem and the obvious
distress and misery resulting from trade
in‘ the drug and its partners. I offer a few
words which you may discard at will!

I agree very much with Arabella
Melville’s article andits assertion that to
impose a ban or heavier punishments on
‘offenders’ simply is not freedom to the
anarchist. I do not see either that restric-
tions on supplies are even close to the
problem. AfteralI,are dealers notcapitalists
in the main, and a reduced supply means
higher prices and profits, where misery
just increases for the poor addict.

The article's line “for the average city
teenager, smoking a joint is scarcely any
more rebellious that the fag behind the
bikeshed” (my emphasis), I think holds
the answer for the anarchists. It suggests
that teenagers are after rebellion and a
dice with authority. Are anarchists not,
therefore,,allowing a powerful source of
activity to waste away? lfdrugs and heroin
are taken as an expression of rebellion,
should we not be tapping that rebellion
and using it against the State, rather than
leaving it to the drugs promoters.

So, it would be my suggestion that we
devote our energies not only to the
broadcasting of the horrific effects of
addiction but to the advertising of
alternatives. After all, an action against
a butcher, MacDonalds or an ROC bunker
is an expression of rebellion, and in many
ways of desperation.

Itispossibletousedrugsinarecreational
way, and drugs such as LSD and the like
can be taken without addiction, however
dangerous. But it is vital that the user is
given alternatives. An unemployed teenager
with days of spare time will take to drug
abuse and glue in much the same way as

addresses from a set of wrappers and put
that list on to Colin and Arabella»’s
word-processor to print new labels.
Many a name (and probably an address)
got mangled in the process.

This undesirable event has probably
lost a few subscribers, who may or may not
read this. If a friend of yours complains,
explain matters to him/her and get them
to write in so we can put matters right.

The new editors have done their level
best to honour commitments on both
editorial and subs fronts given by the old
collective. Frankly, they left a god-awful
mess and I'm personally very fed up with
being blamed for it.

_Could you please use the subs renewal
notices that we sent out? They have

boredom induces hunger. An anarchist
with a purpose either listens to music,
plays it, does actions, leaflets, writes,
reads, or engages in some other social
activity to further the cause and use up
time.

Would it not be better, then, to present
reasonable arguments for revolution of
ideas and ways, rather than just incite
school riots and the like, as some do. What
I am basically saying is that we should get
in there and inspire,encourageunemployed
co-operatives, new magazines, music and
the reasons why we should rebel, rather
than just promoting the simple idea of
rebelling and doing things differently
(fashion?) which leads to drugs and the
use of violence in revolt.

It is a complex problem and I would
welcome further debate on your page-s so
that positive ideas and even action can be
introduced to put forward the alternatives
to addiction.

I don’t use drugs, I don’t need them.
Let’s make it the same for everyone.
Yours in anarchy and peace.

PAL
Liverpool

Dear Freedom,
Could you carry this correction to some-
thing which appeared in Black Flag no
131? There's no point in me writing to
them as I am officially declared a non-
person in their world outlook.

A short article by MT said that the
CNT-AIT had organised an important
strike amongst postal workers in the
Barcelona area, in fact it was the CNT-U.
There is absolutely no doubt about this
one because I was there at the time. In
fact, further details are contained in the
latest issue of Sinews, which is now twice
as big but only costs 50p including p&p
from the address below.

Mick Larkin
PS Some thoughts on having an ‘editorial
policy’ . . . I think it’s'good that you have
one now, otherwise you don ’t know what
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‘hidden’ aspects which help us process
renewals at this end. Also could you
please, please, please write your names
and addresses more clearly, especially
if you’re one of our many non-UK
subscribers. I’m afraid Finnish, Turkish,
etc, addresses are not obvious to us.

UK subscribors, please note. The Post
Office now admits that letters without
postcodes are subject to long delays. 90%
of our UK labels don’t have postcodes on
them, so send it in if this applies to you.
You might remember a small extra
donation to help us celebrate the Free-
dom Press Centenary in 1986 with a
larger (more pages) Freedom.

Stu

you’re paying for from one issue to the
next when you buy Freedom. I think
articles which cover one issue, rather than
‘snippets from my world outlook’ is the
best. For example, the article in the last
issue on Kensian economics was very
interesting, so if you could inspire some-
one to write a few more on economic
questions such as ‘why does capitalism
create mass unemployment?’, or ‘what is
a fair way to put a price on something?’,
that would be useful in my opinion.
Some people may say that in an anarchist
society there wouldn’t be a price on
things, but how could anyone make a
decision on whether or not they are
consuming more than their fair share
if they didn’t know how much things
are worth? Anyway, I don’t claim to
have all the answers, which is exactly
why I would like to read such articles . . .
PPS If anyone would like to send money
to the CNT-U comrades in Vitoria, the
details are: Casa Laboral Popular, Vitoria
Account no 110.1.01651-6, in the name
of Marcelo de la Torre. I hope you can
find space to publish that.

Mick Larkin
37 South Terrace, Esh Winning,

Co Durham, DH7 9PS.

Dear Freedom Eds,
For a paper that is supposed to so
anti anarcho-syndicalist (according to
Black Flag), I notice you carry asurprising
number of pages on the subject. I think
what Black Flag objects to are your open
pages giving an alternative voice to those
whom Black Flag wish to suppress!

Meanwhile, a copy of the rule changes
proposed by South London DAM has
reached my hands. They include a Central
Committee with the power to expel
individual members and to ORDER local
DAM papers to print ‘corrections’.

DAM people would get better ‘faction-
rights’ in the Socialist Worker’s Party!
Ah, well! It should keep us all amused for
the rest of the year. I wonder which will
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The editors

FREEDOM is run as a
forum for the international

anarchist movement.

MEET THE EDITORS
Every Thursday at Angel Alley.
Thursday 6th June: Discussion about

Freedom Press Centenary ,7 :00-9:30pm
Thursday 13th June: A Distribution,6:00-

8:30pm
Thursday 20th June: Freedom Layout

(not a good time for long chats)
Thursday 27th June: A Distribution and

Freedom mail-out. Everybodywelcome
(and needed),6:00-9:30pm and drinks
afterwards

Last copy dates for Freedom July issue:
Tuesday 18th June, August issue: Tues-
day 16th July. 2
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be deemed to be the local DAM paper,
Black Flag or Direct Action . . . interesting,
huh?

Since THEY will be very Black Cross
with meindeed,please excuse the protective
pen-name.

Christine Careful
Brixton

Dear Freedom,
In your May number you printed a letter
from Hazel Wilson in support of Class
War. In her letter Hazel wrote: “lt seems
to me that the only people reaching joe
Public are Class War and other related
groups . . . Surely it’s time we spent more
time explaining the basic rudiments of
anarchism in readable, intelligible language
. . . we need to communicate with the
‘oppressed masses’ with decent, intell-
gible literature that isn’t just negative,
destructive ‘Smash the State’ crap.”

Whilst at the Anarchist Book Fair (which
was great), I was forced into buying some
copies of Class War (Talk about capital-
ism’s high pressure sales techniques!)
and when I got time to read them, I found
out that the Class War rag was exactly
what Hazel said it was not: negative,
WILDCAT War is an outlet f0_r

individual agression.

TI

destructive, mindless, ranting ‘Smash
the State’ crap in which blind and meaning-
less violence played more of a part than
Hazel’s “basic rudiments of anarchism in
readable intelligible language”.

Was it coincidence that the Wildcat
cartoon just underneath had the caption:
“Whether or not you agree with anarchism,
you have to admit it’s not a completely
mindless idea. It's just some comrades
act as if it’s a completely mindless idea”.
Carry on Class War, you give us all some-
thing to laugh at.

You rs for a constructive alternative to
the State,

David Teacher
Summerhill

Dear Freedom Collective,
Enclosed is a copy of Anarchist Times, a
paper two of us have started, could you
give it a plug in the next Freedom. Also
could you put us on the contact list.
[Yes]
About Freedom:

I think the magazine format was a
good move, hope things are working out.
I also sense a political change in some of

R06, 6:156 1 Modem war is 8 matter of
patient calculation and exactbuttonpushing.

F-1 Om
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the views expressed as opposed to say 6
or 7 months ago. I still can’t swallow the
sort of Anarcho Pacifism and intellectual
articles published from time to time, but
on the whole I find Freedom a good read.
It stimulates thought and ideas. Thought
that article on delegate democracy was
good, I agree (I think) that it leads to
bureaucracy on a national level, but is
OK at a local level on a small scale. Any-
way have a hot summer.

]oe (DAM member)
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STOP PRESS: Freedom burgled and subs-
system churned into massive mess! ls
there no end to this saga. See next
issue...
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' LOTS OF NOTTINGHAM BUSINESS STOPPEDI
Well, April 30th was approaching and we
felt very disorganised. Indeed, we had one
plan, but other than that we expected
very little to happen. However . . .

The one prepared action went wonder-
fully. 1,500 leaflets were typeset, printed
and distributed on behalf of Boots (the
vivisectionists) , who would be giving
away free items between 2:00 and 3:00pm
on Tuesday 30th April. To claim your
free goods, just look for those items
marked with a black star, then find ‘your
host on this spectacular occasion —- Leslie
Crowther’ and show him the items,
saying ‘You are Leslie Crowther and I
claim my free gifts’. s

A similar number‘ of leaflets were
distributed on behalf of Barclays, who,
as a thank-you to their clients for their
loyal support of Barclay’s continuing
investment in South Africa, would give
away a krugerrand to anyone depositing.
at least £10 between 1:00 and 2:00pm.

lt’s amazing how much chaos a few
bits of paper can cause. The first victims
of the hoax were Nottingham’s Anti-
Apartheid group, who saw one of the
Barclays leaflets, believed it, and started‘
ringing each other up frantically trying.
to organise an emergency picket. Although
the local press claimed that shoppers
were not fooled, I am told that among
the general crush of CID, security guards
and store detectives in Boots at the time
in question, there were also several
customers looking for black stars - and
one who thought he’d found one on

the bottom of some Granose and was
put out when he couldn’t find Leslie
Crowther.

Barclays response_was a heavy police
presence outside the branch in question.

Other actions -— phone lines" to a local
Royal Ordnance (gun) factory were
mysteriously cut the night before. A
newspaper-and-plaster arm (made one
night when we thought it was time for
us to be armed) was hung from the top
of the recruiting office, with a sign —
‘Disarm Now’. The council house was
thrown into ‘darkness when the fuses got
pulled out. Quite a lot of damage occurred
the night before — spraypaint, superglue
and glassetching fluid. Fur stocks were
disrupted in Debenhams. Home-made
money embellished with slogans was
handed out in the streets. Someone
danced on the Lord Mayor’s Rolls. Bomb
hoaxes and fake police calls. And the
smelliest action of all - a four-week-old
lentil soup bomb splattered in-MacDonalds
in the middle of the floor. And probably
more which l’ve forgotten or not heard
about.

Unfortunately, six people got nicked
and treated quite roughly after they came
out of Debenhams. Of these, four were
later released without charge, one was
told he’d be summonsed for a bind over
later, and one who came out of custody
covered in bruises as a result of being
severely beaten is charged with assault
of two police offlcers. She is considering
taking legal action against the filth. Any

support/defence donations will reach her
if sent to Nottingham Anarchists box
number.

We’re pleased with the variety of
methods of actions used and with the
variety of targets hit — which included
a church, a gun factory, an apartheid
investor, a porn shop, .a fur dealer, a
vivisectionist, a dole office, the army, and
MacDonalds.

The media were enthralled by it all.
The local paper on Tuesday warned
shopper to beware of hoax leaflets, and
on Wednesday told_ of how police are trying
to trace the culprits and even contacted
Nottingham-born Leslie Crowther for a
quote. A local radio station pounced on
the mysterious stranger delivering the
press release and interviewed him at great
‘length — it was the longest item on the
midnight news.

A lot of punks and known ALF
sympathisers have been subjected to
severe police harrassment since April 30th,
but so far the filth haven't got very far in
their quest. to work out the connections
between animal rights and anarchists in
Nottingham. Are there any? .

Hope you all had fun in -your parts of
the country too. April 30th will probably
be reported in issue 2 of Nottingham
Anarchist News, hopefully due out in
early june.

Victory to the four-weekold lentil
Soup mob! Nottingham Anarchists
[Eds: It should be said that there are
those amongst us here who think Bakunin
was an anarchist; Boot’s is a chemists and
hamburgers are something to eat! Then
again there are those of us who think
you’re doing a fine job!]

FU |_|_ T0 QV E RF |_()w| NG -manner. Otherwise the event was organised

THIRD LONDON ANARCHIST by A Distribution, Housmans, Freedom
Bookshop and the ABS. The talk is now

BQQK FA|R; May 4th gall of ‘much bigger halls, and a more

Saturday 4th May saw yet another highly
successful Anarchist Book Fair at the
Cromer Club. It was squeeze-past-room
only throughout the day from the
moment the doors opened. Over 200
people stayed till 10:00pm for the
informal social afterwards. Sales were
slightly higher in spite of the fact that we
didn’t have the ‘help’ of the Socialist
Bookfair nearby as last time.

The London anarchist scene can be a
peculiarly unfriendly and isolated affair
at the best of times, so it is doubly
welcome to report that not only have we
found something“ that we are good at,
but that the atmosphere was friendly and
helpful . . . if a trifle shy on the part of
most of the young punks, whatever.

The excellent food and booze was
provided by Crass and friends who
probably did more work than the rest
of us put together in their usual modest

organised social/gig type thing afterwards
for those who’ve come along way. Watch
the A press for details. See you.all again

Stop Business As Usual, April 30th-
Luton
Thirty-odd people demonstrated inside
and outside Matthew’s Butchers. Anti-
meat trade leaflets were given out, and a
stink bomb was let off after the group
was removed by the police. An hour later
the group entered the town ’s main branch
of Barclay ’s Bank. Anti-apartheid leaflets
were given out until police reinforcements
arrived about 45 minutes later. A stink
bomb was let off.

Meanwhile in a lightning attack, paint
bombs were thrown into a porn shop. A
man inside got paint (non-toxic!) in his
beard and on his suit. A demonstration
was held inside the Army Careers Office,
during which a lot of army leaflets were
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removed and arguments had with recruiting
offlcers. Stink bombs were let off at
Wimpy ’s. Leaflets were given out in
MacDonaId’s. Leaflets aboutanimal experi-
ments were given out in the cosmetics
department of Boot’s and Debenham’s.

At night two branches of Lloyd's Bank
were painted on, one with the slogan
‘Lloyd’s finance fascism’. A third branch
had its neon-lit sign smashed. ‘No Dole
Cuts’, ‘B & B Backlash’, etc were painted
on Unemployment Benefit Offlce, and
windows covered in paint. Another UBO
was also graffitied. ‘Dealers in Death’ was
painted on the door of PIessey’s (involved
in the arms trade).

CLASS WAR's BASH THE RICH
MARCH, London May 11th

About 150 turned up on time. About 50
were too late. It was all terribly well
behaved. Occasionally some people yelled
Bash the Rich. Hardly anyone noticed.
The police were bored. Nothing happened.

Polly Proudhon
[Eds: Perhaps they'll do betterat Henley
Regatta?]

Luton Anarchists

DIRECT
ACTION

e
Masses
Awake ?
DIRECT ACTION MOVEMENT
NATIONAL CONFERENCE

‘Regimentation Rejected’ was the clear
message of the May National DAM
Delegate Conference in Bolton.

Although the Conference accepted the
idea of forming a National Committee
in principle, none of the ‘Draconian
measures’ put up by the South London
branch were passed. The National Com-
mittee envisaged by South London was a
horrid rag-bag with power to rule on
instant policies; instant justice; suspension
of publications and members; the badger-
ing of publications; debt collecting for
members’ dues.

This would have produced a delegated
dictatorship of the DAM, and it was rightly
rebuffed by the vast majority of the
members. Feeling at the Conference
prefered a looser co-ordinating body,
though details have yet to be formulated.

The Conference was concerned about
the lack of any consideration, in the
proposals, both on how to co-ordinate

Clydeside
The high spot of the recent miners’
strike for most UK anarchists was the
stirring occupation of the Price Water-
house offlces. This firm of accountants
were acting as the government’s agent
to seize NUM Funds where ever they
could.

At first the media reported the
occupation as being carried out by
ordinary miners, but later it emerged as
the work of our excellent comrades from
the Clydeside Area (+ friends).

That was the good news. This is the
bad news. Everything has a price and the
price of the Price Waterhouse Occupation
is as follows: 2 fined £300 each, 7 fined
£200, 2 deferred sentences, Grand Total
so far £2,000. Did someone say ‘L’addition
s’il vous plait?’ [The bill please?) A fuller
account is on its way from Scotland to
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the activities of the Movement more
efficiently, and about how our policies
may best be presented to the general
public. I

DAM has policies on industry, labour
organisation, unemployment and redun-
dancy (with policies on textiles and
part-time workers in the pipeline). These
policies could appeal to a wider public
if only they were presented properly. One
would have thought that a committed
direct actionist organisation would
concentrate on putting over these policies"
and organising around them, rather than
wading into a sea of administrative
adventures and constitutional niceties.

This Conference quagmire of legisla-
tion and rules revision easily obscured
the social realities. Somehow we forgot
the people shopping in the Bolton streets;
queueing at bus stops; standing in dole
queues; sweating in offices and factories.
What mattered most was the mechanics

Freedom tor the next issue.
Meanwhile several Scottish Organisa-

tions are setting up a Clydeside Anarchists
Appeal Fund c/o Clydeside Press, 53,
Cochrane St, Glasgow G 7 . (Cheques made
out to Autonomy Books).

WE KNOW THERE’S ALWAYS
SOMEONE BEGGING FOR MONEY
BUT FREEDOM FEELS THIS IS VERY
MUCH A SPECIAL CASE — DIG DEEP
FOLKS.

the editors

HERE & NOW

This is the first issue of HERE & NOW, a
new magazine aimed at all those in-
terested in developing a theory of the
dynamics of modern society.

The magazine, although initiated by a
collective in the west of Scotland, is NOT
a provincial magazine. The concern is to
view social change in an inter-national
context, and to attract contributors from
far afield.

In launching the magazine, our princi-
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of the Movement.
Items of social importance like Liver-

pool DAM’s revised policy on unemploy-
ment and redundancy, and the Policy
Committee’s proposals for textile workers,
were shelved until the next Conference.
The only policy matter agreed on was
that DAM will fight the ‘Sweetheart
Agreements’ (no-strike deals) promoted
by some unions.

What seems to have happened at
Bolton is that the ‘crime and punishment’
character of South London DAM’s motion
for a National Committee was more than
the Movement could stomach. This may
now mean that DAM will devote its
attention to getting its policies over to
the public; planning and organising
social movements —- like the Kellingley
proto-rank and file movement; and
generally applying itself to the require-
ments and realities of British society.

Brian Bamford

pal motive isn’t to simply add variety to
the multitude of publications available
for consumption. The creation of a
medium for dialogue, controversy and
subjecting doctrines to scrutiny, with a
view to advancing theory beyond genera-
lised statements is at the centre of our
approach.

The collective welcome comments and
contributions.
Our address is: Box 2, 340 West Princes
St., Glasgow G4 9HF. Su'bscriptions/Do-
nations to GPP, not Here 8: Now please.
£2 for 3 issues.
Another new magazine, encompassing the
radical arts and its arm of criticism, is
VARIANT, available for 65p + 17p post
from: 2 up f, 45 Cecil St, Glasgow G12.

Yours in solidarity,
Jim McFarIane

[Eds. Yes indeed. Why should London be
the only centre for UK anarchist publica-
tions. A good paper (and Here <3 /VOW I5 11
very good paper) should sell everywhere
regardless of where it’s produced!)
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SUPPORT THE REFORMA AGRARIA!
HUMAN RIGHTS IN PORTUGAL

In the south of Portugal the rights of
70,000 agricultural labourers-‘have been
trampled on for years. Guards with
armoured cars, dogs, horses and rifles
expel them violently from the land they
cultivate. In spite of these illegal attacks
they keep on .fighting for their rights to
land and work. Their fight deserves the
support of anybody who cares for human
rights.

In April 1974 a period of 48 years of
dictatorship in Portugal came to an-end.
After years of forced unemployment and
repression landless agricultural labourers
in the Alentejo in the south decided at
the end of .1974 to occupy large farm-
lands in order to put an end to a life of
hunger. In july 1975 the dispossession of
big estates was legalized. And in April
1976 land reform, the REFORMA
AG RARIA, formed an important part of
the democratic constitution. At that time
about 70,000 agricultural labourers were
working in 550 UCPs (Collective Produc-
tion Units) and agricultural co-operatives,
which covered about 2.5 million acres.
Thanks to the Reforma Agraria they got
higher wages and regular work. The UCPs/
co-operatives invested more than £250
million. Production and productivity
went up. The labourers themselves
established welfare facilities. Since 1976,
however, attacks on the still young
Reforma Agraria began. Especially since
the new land reform law of 1977 the
(former) large landowners got the oppor-
tunity to regain large landownership, with
the help of members of the guard and
vigilantes.

As the result of the eightyear offensive

against the Reforma Agraria, 2,000 agri-
cultural labourers have been injured,
hundreds of them put into prison, two
killed by guards, about 190 co-operatives
destroyed and 47,500 jobs lost (princi-
pally for women). _

The agricultural labourers do not take
it lying down. They institute legal pro-
ceedings against the theft of their land,
cattle, machines and products. Until now
all of the 250 decisions of the court
exceptone went in favour of the agricul-
tural labourers. The attacks on the co-
operatives go on, every time in a different
way, even now under the rule of Mario
Soares. You may wonder how this is
possible in a democratic state with a
socialist prime minister.

During the offensive by the former
right wing governments against the
Reforma Agraria, the agricultural la-
bourers’ organizations approached Mario
Soares, in the opposition at that time.
Soares’ answer was short and simple: ‘We
live in a democratic state. If you think
that you have been done an injustice you
must take the matter into court’. The
agricultural labourers had already done
this and they went on with this procedure.

When the ministry of agriculture was
accused, the case came to the High Ad-
ministrative Court. And until now almost
all cases have been decided in favour of
the agricultural labourers. It is remarkable
that the only sentence of the High Ad-
ministrative Court which has been carried
out is one where judgement was given
against the agricultural labourers. Then
the republican guards (GNR) were imme-
diately sent to work to expel the agri-

cultural labourers from the land that the
ministry of agriculture had allotted to a
large landowner.

Unlike ordinary courts, the High
Administrative Court is not competent
to see its decisions implemented by
means of power (police, bailiffs, etc).
That competence is a power reserved by
the government. The decree that orders
this was promulgated by the first Mario
Soares government in 1977. He did that
in order to ‘protect the right of the
accuscrs’ Now Mario Soares is prime
minister again . . .

You will understand that it is highly
necessary to support the Portuguese
agricultural labourers. International pro-
tests against the offensive against the
Reforma Agraria mean a lot of moral
support to the Portuguese agricultural
workers.

We call upon everybody in your
country who supports the human rights
in Portugal to take part in this cam-
paign. Let us appeal to the Portuguese
government. By advertisements in the
Portuguese press and with petitions
demanding that justice bedone to
the agricultural labourers.

Tulipa Vermelha
Postbus 12039

1100 AA Amsterdam Z.O.
Holland

In the Bth Conference on Land Reform, which
took place in Evora in July 1984, the following
figures were made public: at that time still 355
co-operatives existed, with 470,000 hectares of
land, offering jobs to 20,300 agricultural
labourers.

IWW ANNOUNCES INTERNATIONAL LABOUR MEETING

The Industrial Workers of the World
announced today its plans to hold an
international labour conference in Chicago
next year.

“We are inviting workers from all over
the world to discuss our common
problems; such as unemployment, danger-
ous working conditions, austerity, and
the current wave of anti-labour repression”
said john Bekken, General Secretary-
Treasurer of the IWW.

The conference is being planned to
coincide with the Haymarket Centennial.
In May 1886, eight radical labour leaders
were arrested in the aftermath -of a
violent confrontation between workers
striking for the eight-hour working day
and Chicago police. On May 4th a large
force of police attempted to disperse a
peaceful rally of strikers and supporters
in Haymarket Square. When an unknown

person threw a bomb which killed one
policeman, the police panicked, firing
their revolvers wildly into the crowd
and killing several workers as well as
six policemen.

The incident was used as an excuse to
destroy the radical labour movement in
Chicago. Labour leaders were charged with
inciting workers to violence. Although no
evidence was presented at the trial linking
them to the bomb, four of the eight
organisers were hung, and anotherallegedly
committed suicide in his cell. The remain-
ing three received long prison terms, but
were pardoned several years later.

The Haymarket tragedy has long been
recognised internationallly as a symbol of
government and employer collusion to
deprive workers of basic human rights.

“There is a definite parallel between
the Haymarket incident and what is going
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on today”, Bekken said. “The living
standards of workers are under attack by
giant corporations and national govern-
ments, who use investment strategies and
austerity schemes to pit workers in
different countries against each other.
Wherever workers attempt to re,s,i,st,
tremendous forces are mobilised against
them. The repression of Solidarinosc in
Poland, the defeat of the British miners,
and the destruction of PATCO in the US
all have something in common”.

Conference organisers say that the
occasion will be used to promote ashorter
working week, worker management of
industry, and global solidarity of labour
as solutions to the world’s economic
problems.
For Further Information contact:

IWW, (312) 549-5045,
3435 N Sheffield Avenue, appt. _202,
Chicago, IL 60657,
USA.

CARRARA
THE BARCELONA OF ITALY

Carrara, in Italy, has a long and rich
anarchist tradition and although the
anarchist movement there declined after
the war and is no longer a mass move-
ment as it once was, it remains one of the
most important centres of anarchism in
the world today. Rivista A went so far as
to nominate it the ‘capital’ of anarchism
and it has been described‘ as the ‘Barcelo-
na of Italy’. Interestingly, over the last
ten years many anarchists have moved
there.

Both Rivista A and Umanita Nova,
which was founded by Malatesta, are
printed there together with a good many
other anarchist ‘publications. The Italian
Anarchist Federation was founded at the
congress held there in 1945. Today the
FAI has its offices in the main square in
the centre of the city. There is even a
monument in the city dedicated to the
anarchist Alberto Meschi -— unfortunately
a rather ugly example of ‘socialist realism’.

In recent weeks Carrara has been in
the news because the local council has
agreed to put up a monument to Gaetano
Bresci, the anarchist who assassinated
Umberto I in Monza at the beginning of
the century. journalists have been ‘pour-
ing into Carrara asking questions and
looking for explanations; no doubt ex-
pecting to find bands of armed anarchists.

A journalist from the Italian weekly
L’Espresso seemed to be looking for a
secret anarchist conspiracy. He seemed
quite unwilling to accept that there is a
strong libertarian tradition, not only in
Carrara, but in other cities such as
Ancona, Canoa, Genoa, Piombino and
Leghorn. In fact, it is to be found all over
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Italy. The apparent invisibility of anar-
chism which leads journalists to speculate
about ‘secret conspiracies’ exists only
because the press choose to ignore it.

Numerous gravestones in Carrara mark
the many battles anarchists have fought
against bosses, politicians and the police.
In 1894 they struggled in solidarity with
Sicilian workers who were the victims of
repressive measures. In 1911 anarchists
helped win a 6% hour day for workers
digging marble. Ironically, they now work
over 8 hours a day, thanks to the present
unions.

' During the First World War, there was
a strong anti-war movement in Carrara
and many examples of self-management
among workers. With the rise of fascism,
Carrara and the surrounding areas became
one of the‘ most important centres of
resistance to Fascism. In 1921, anarchists
played a decisive role in defeating fascist
forces at S_arzano, near Carrara. The first

attempt to assassinate Mussolini was
made by Gino Lucetti, an anarchist from
Avenza, a zone of Carrara. _

In the years following the war, unlike
the political parties who were struggling
for power, anarchists in Carrara tried to
play a more constructive and practical
role. They set about repairing the damage
caused by the war and involved them-
selves in practical tasks, such as building
bridges. Hoping to reconstruct social life
on a libertarian basis, they set up nu-
merous co-operatives and had a profound
influence on the trade union movement.

While the enormous social changes
brought about by the war have meant
that the movement has declined, anar-
chism has left a deep mark on the people
of Carrara and there is still much sym-
pathy and respect for anarchism.

IA
(sources: Rivista A, Umanita Nova)

Theodor Tsouvalakis Greece

Theodor Tsouvalakis has written to tell of
continuing harassment by the Greek
authorities. He last wrote in 1982, when
he was released from prison. He and his
brother, Nick, had been arrested after a
bank robbery. Nick still has 21 years of
his sentence to run.

Theodor denounces the Greek state
and gives examples of harassment. For
example, there have been attempts to
blame him for a number of armed
robberies, his parents have been hassled
and the army draft office has charged
him with default, although he is already
rated as ‘unfit for military service’.

‘A difflcult situation is being created
in order to put me back in prison, I will
be very glad to receive your support
and practical solidarity.’

16 Maragaki 102 AP 5th Floor
Drapetsona, Piraeus

NEWS~B|TS
A woman-only nudist beach in Soviet
Lithuania has become the centre of a
thriving black market. The predominantly
male police force is too embarrassed to
carry out raids and the few women
police won’t be seen without their
uniforms.

Great things are being promised for a new
plastic ‘health card’ in the USA. The
device is being promoted by an insurance
company. It can store up to 800 pages
of medical history. Amongst this informa-
tion could be a photograph, a signature
facsimile, the extentoftheir insurance and
a range of ‘medical information (after the
insurance, you'll note). Seems useful,
perhaps police forces might like to
investigate the possibilities.

‘l

The Oxford University Press has said that
it regrets allowing publishers in the USSR
to change the definitions of political
words in the Russian edition of their
Students’ Dictionary. Words which have
become more acceptable to the Central
Committee include socialism, capitalism,
communism, imperialism, marxism and
fascism. The stance of the Press is, of
course, that their careful value-free
definitions should be sacrosanct. Depends
on your point of view. Adding ‘exploita-
tion of man by man’ to ‘capitalism’
seems reasonable, if sexist, but ‘socialism’
as ‘a system which is replacing capitalism’
seems more sinister. Perhaps a similar
addition would help. _ _

Four prisoners at Lerida in Spain have
“sewn their mouths shut with needles and
thread in protest about jail conditions.
Others are refusing to eat.
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l945~THE VICTORYAGAINST FASCISM 1985~
And FREEDOM Goes To Jail

For a handful of anarchists in Britain,
May 8th 1945 came and went with no
great difference from the day before or
the day after. No bang, no whimper, and
as far as I can recall, no extra helping of
plum duff or porridge.

Ha, you ’ve guessed it: we were in the
nick. In the very last few days of the war
for freedom and democracy, Freedom
Press, then the only anarchist publishing‘
house in England (there was Strickland
Press, run by Guy Aldred, in Glasgow)
was attacked by the State and four of its
members were arrested and prosecuted
on charges of conspiring to disaffect His
Majesty’s Forces.

Disaffection is a funny word. As Marie
Louise Berneri said at the time, “They
ought to made to prove affection in the
first place!”, and to think that the few
hundreds of anarchists throughout the
country could make any kind of dent on
the millions in the army, navy or air
forces - professional, volunteer or
conscript - or the many millions in the
back-up industries, was to credit us with
magical powers we just did not have.
Except that Marie Louise Berneri was right
in the sense that outside of the professional
militarists, everybody hated the war. The
general public might have thought it had
to be fought — and the Nazis certainly
gave them plenty of reasons for that— but
the millions who had been forced into
the Forces did their duty with noaffection,
just a kind of resigned hope that they
would live through it. Rather like most
of us go through life, I suppose.

Well, we didn’t have any magical
powers, but we were striking a chord
among some of the armed forces. The
reason for this is that, in 1942, the
group who had been producing War
Commentary, the paper the anarchists
started in opposition to the war in
1939, had been joined by a charismatic
character who had escaped from Germany
just before the outbreak of war, whom
we knew as john Olday.

Known as john Oldag, in Germany, he
had been on the surface a musician, artist
and cabaret singer, but underneath that
an underground anti-Nazi. Legally British,
he was able to come to England, where he
joined the army and was put into the
Pioneer Corps -- a regiment of slightly
older men whose job was doing the
manual work of digging latrines, building

roads, etc.
Olday had been an anarcho-syndicalist

in Germany, right through the days of the
Weimar Republic and into the Nazi era,
and had been involved in the Munich
Bomb plot against HitIer’s life. By 1942
he had made contact with the British
anarchists — by which I mean the Freedom
Press Group —- and had decided to desert
from the British army. Needless to say, he
had never been under any illusions about
British democracy, or that the war was in
any way truly anti-fascist. In this he was
unlike some of our Spanish comrades,
who had come here in 1939, and were
convinced that after the Allies had beaten
Hitler they would go on to clear out
Franco from Spain. How wrong can some
revolutionarists be?

When john deserted, he needed a place
to hide, and the place where I was living
at that time was ideal. It was a ramshackle
studio behind a church in Camden Town,
London, where he set up a small hand-
operated litho printing press and as well
as producing dozens of brilliant cartoons
and a booklet called /I/larch to Death, he
started (anonymously) sending out a
regular newsletter to all members of the
forces who betrayed any interest in
anarchism by writing into Freedom Press
for copies of War Commentary, pamphlets
orbooks

In a short time he had a mailing list
of around 200. Every month he would
send out his inflammatory newsletter,
encouraging the setting up of soldiers’
councils and the development of solidarity
among the ranks against the officers.

Of course, it did not take long for the
officers to get wind of this -— and this
provided ammunition for -action against
Freedom Press.

Another cause, I believe, was nervous-
ness within the government about the
coming end of the war. The First World
War had ended in revolutions and mutinies
among the armed forces, and after five
years of war, the forces were getting
weary-. As we discovered once we got into
prison, there were massive desertions,
mainly from the army, but also from the
navy and air force — all of which had
been kept secret from the population at
home, including us ‘conspirators’!

So, in November 1944, the Freedom
Press office and the homes of twocom rades,
were raided and searched for incriminating

documents. john Olday had already been
arrested because he had carelessly been
caught when carrying home a typewriter
someone had given him, home being my
studio, but he never let on about that. I
was caught separately, after the studio
had been raided because my ration book
had been found in the Freedom Press
office when that had been searched.

So four of us were charged: Vernon
Richards and Marie Louise Berneri (his
wife, a significant point later), john
Hewetson, and myself. Under Wartime
Regulation 39b, disaffection of the forces
carried a maximum penalty of 14 years.

After a trial lasting four days, three of
us were found guilty and awarded the
extremely light penalty of nine months
imprisonment. There is a story behind
this which I shall tell another time;suffice
it now to say that, much to her disgust,
Marie Louise (Berneri) Richards was
dismissed from the case because one of
the smart lawyers we were able to hire -
because of the great success of our appeal
fund — had dug up the legal point thata
wife cannot be convicted of conspiracy
with her husband! The fact that the
marriage itself could have been thought
of as a conspiracy, since it had been
entered into in order to give her British
nationality before the war, was, happily,
not brought up. Not, I hasten to add, that
it was simply a marriage of convenience.
Quite the opposite, it was a marriage of
true minds and hearts.

In prison, Vernon Richards and john
Hewetson joined up with a comrade,
T E Brown (not to be confused with
another Tom Brown) in Wormwood
Scrubs. john Olday was somewhere else
in the prison system, and I was;-in
Wandsworth, having collected a previous
conviction on the way to the Old Bailey,
where the main charge was processed.
I remember, on VE Day, putting a chair
under the window of my cell, climbing
up and looking out on reflections of
street bomfires and hearing the fireworks.
Only later did I hear about the dancing
and the screwing in the streets. Wish I
had been there . . . but our war wasn't
over by any means.

Philip Sansom

PS We were convicted on April 26th,
1945. The European War ended May 8th!
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SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL FASCIST
Fascism and Nazism have been much in
the news lately. The core seems to be the
celebrations of the anniversary of Victory
in -Europe Day, that harkening back to a
spurious spirit of national unity. The
emotive power of the two words has
been invoked to display an incredible
mix of confu‘sion and hypocrisy. _

The hypocrisy comes, as might be
expected, from prominent political figures.
They don’t come much more prominent
than Ronald Reagan and his manouvres
sum up the whole thing. Here we have
someone who gets to be president of a
world superpower, supposedly on the

IT'S ALRIGHT CHAPS. . .
FREEDOM COMMENT

It's One Of Ours!
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basis ofhisskillsasa‘greatcommunicator’,
trapped in a simple public relations gaffe
whilst visiting a graveyard, which seems
symbolic. The response of his script-
writers is to shout loudly about his
opposition to fascism and nazism and a
spirit of reconcilliation, because after all
the krauts are now our front line against
the red hordes and anyway there are
economic considerations. Meanwhile, the
major domestic political issue is trying
to get funds to support fascistic govern-
ments in Latin America, those ‘moral
equivalents of the Founding Fathers’,
a simile which the Ameican Indian
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residents would probably have endorsed.
Lesser figures also find the power of

the words useful. Neil Kinnock has upsef
Conservative MPs by likening the effects
of the Thatcher government to conditions
for the rise of fascism. He did insist that
he doesn't believe that Mrs Thatcher or
her government are actually fascists
themselves. At the opposite end of the
conventional political spectrum, Norman
Tebbit also finds that emotive power
useful, ‘I find the views of extremist
socialists, whether National Socialist or
other, extremely displeasing’. This has_
upset Labour MPs. David Smith,Moderator
of the Church of Scotland, says that basic
freedoms in Britain are as much in danger
as they were in Germany under the Nazis.
His main concern is to stop the under-
mining of the Christian culture and heritage
of Britain. The ‘opponents of Christianity’,
wo are well organised and exert power in
high places (but presumably not the
Highest) include the forces of the extreme
right and left and the spread of foreign
religions, especially Islam. He must be
very upset about the current moves
towards legislation of shops’ opening on
Sundays

The confusion comes over the old
question of tolerating the intolerent and
free speech for fascists. This has helped to
split the National Council for Civil
Liberties over whether they should give
help to members of the National Front.
The ‘tolerant’ faction has gone off to
compound other confusion by forming
another Libertarian Alliance, making three
on the go at the moment. It isunderstand-
able that an organisation such as the NCCL
should be very concerned aboutdefinitions
of civil liberties, it is their reason for
existence. Those with a more cynical turn
of mind are not so impressed by Iegalism,
‘civil liberty’ is not an absolute, it is the
boundary between the convenience of
those who grant privileges and the pressure
put on them. Shouting ‘not fair’ is not
very useful, it’s not supposed to be.

With such attention to the events of
forty years ago, fascists have been popping
up all over the place. Norman Tebbit’s
contribution was in defence of Denis
Pirie, a higher executive officer in the
Department of Trade and Industry with a
dubious past and friends. More spectacular
names are also around. The Israeli govern-
ment has weighed in with a reward of

continued over
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$1 million for josef Mengele, bringing the
total current offer to nearly $3.5 million.
The British government is refusing to
release the contents of its file on him ‘for
security reasons’, provoking speculation
that there might have been -some deal.
Such things are not unknown.

The silliest nazi story is,the fuss about
whether a member of the Royal family’s
father was an SS officer and, if so, was he
sincere. We can find plenty of reasons for
disapproving of-Princess Michael of Kent
and her relatives, past and present, with-

out this one. The only amusing part of
the whole thing is the flurry of well-
meaning humanitarians, anxious to save
the poor (I) woman from unfair criticism.
If the doings of her ancestors arenothing
to do with her, how the hell does she get
to be a Princess? _

The point of all this comes back to
that confucsion and hypocrisy. Some
people find it useful to confuse others. If
you are running a third rate power with a
crumbling economy and growing dis-
content it is useful to draw on its resources
of nostalgia, forty years of film and comic

book propaganda and a sense of being
one of the good guys, especially when
they win. It is easier to play down any
resemblances, authoritarian policies ‘for
the war effort’, prison camps, class war-
fare, someone who was (briefly) king
who admired the efficiency of fascism
and a war fought to protect national, ie
economic and imperialist, interests. Out
there are demons, fascists, communists,
we are democrats.  

When someone tells you about national
unity, ask whose nation it is.

DP
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POWER — LOCATING THE BOSS
What worries most’ Marxist academics is
that their idea of the enemy -— the
capitalist class as such — is not what the
British worker himself sees as his chief
tormentor in his own life. Shopfloor
workers are often disgruntled with their
bosses, but the boss figure for them is
usually a real person, not an ideological
abstraction; someone who gives them
orders, who hires them and fires them.
The boss at work, on this scale ofreference,
may be a foreman, a progress chaser, a
supervisor, a personnel officer, or even a
general manager. In social terms it may be
the rent collector, the landlord, the
welfare agent, the DHSS snoop, the
policeman, the baliff, etc.

Thus the average Marxist moans about
the inability of the workers to think for
themselves of new or alternative ways of
living to the way we live now. They insist
on the need for outsiders, in-a party, to
teach the shopfloor what’s what.

As I see it the task of direct actionism,
as the latest development in British
anarcho=syndicalism, is to ground its
analysis within the everyday actions of
ordinary people. This is what lies behind
the calls in the Direct Action Movement
for a new ran k and file movementdedicated
to militant direct action.

_ Cultural Dopes
Professional social scientists, whether
marxist or otherwise, tend to produce
theoretical models which treat the
worker or the person-in-society as a
“cultural dope’. Man, as studied, is often
seen as a social sleepwalker.

Some sociologists, like Parkin, have
argued that the lower class, while dis-
gruntled, are primarily passive and that
only the ‘radical ‘agencies’ - the Labour
Party and the trade unions — help the
underclass ‘. . . to make sense of their
_situati_on in radical terms’. Hence the
lower class person needs the guide dog of
the social scientist or the political party
to assist their negotiation of life.

This view of the passive person-in-
society is being challenged. john Heritage

has pointed out that this kind of wooden
approach ". . . lost its appeal in a decade
of libertarian movements and political
protest’ —- the 1960’s, and that these found
their theoretical expression in sociology
within ‘frameworks which stressed the
analytical primacy of the actors point of
view and the social construction of
reality’.

Lower Class Attitudes
Michael Mann has argued that while
working class militancy does challenge
existing social arrangements, it is in itself
a refromist challenge. Limited to practical
criticisms in ‘everyday, concrete’ terms
and ‘vague divisions of society into rich
and poor’. Hence the view arises that
British workers need the trade unions
and the Labour Party to activate the
workers towards social change.

Most marxist groupings hold on to
this idea of the ‘clever dick’ ideologist
‘wising-up’ the culturally incompetent
workers. A witless working class led by-
middle class marxist messiahs is a nice
idea, but the witless workers show no
sign of following the messiahs and never
have done.

On the face of it it’s tempting to see
humanity as divided into two classes:
the self-seeking, hypocritical minority, and
the brainless mob whose only destiny is
to be led or driven. And yet, the most
obvious and reassuring characteristic of
the British worker on present evidence is
that he has ‘sussed out’ the party politician
and is obstinately refusing to be led by
either trade union bosses, party hacks or
intellectuals.

Instead of looking for leadership
qualities, for a long time we anarcho-
syndicalists looked for evidence of
underlying methods of control at work
by workers themselves. We found this in
the restrictive practices and the shopfloor
strategies at easing workloads and gaining
job control. We found it in the ‘Banana
Time’ culture which prevails on the shop
floor and which often perverts management
goals and aims. This seemed to us- to
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represent a real, but often unstated,
syndicalist tradition going back to the
19th century. And to give our arguments
a nice exotic twist we would say maybe
these shopfloor practices are the forerunner
of a British anarcho-syndicalist movement,
in the same way that the old free munici-
palities preceeded anarchism in Spain. We
saw our job to be to tap this syndicalist
tradition and render it more effective.

Barking Rent Strike
Now a study of a rent strike among
council tenants in Barking, East London,
by Moorhouse and Chamberlain (1972-3)
has suggested that: ‘future possibilities
of radical action by British workers do
not solely depend on activation by the
Labour Party or the trade unions’. Thus
the lower class person is not the brainless
wonder portrayed in much marxist and
sociological literature, but that he does
possess, as indicated by this study, the
basis of a rival vision to that of the bosses.
The theme of the Barking study showed:
‘Men are right to occupy factories because
they need a job just as people should not
own a lot of houses because they only
need one’.  

Moorhouse and Chaberlain doubt if
the critical attitudes of their lower class
respondents could have been ‘injected’ by
radical agencies. They argue convincingly
that: ‘Neither the Labour Party nor the
trade unions have recently conducted
campaigns advocating sit-ins by workers,
the taking over of empty houses by the
homeless or limitations on the number
of houses which should be owned’. The
study found little sign of any campaigning
groups on the estates where they did their
interviews.

The study concluded that ‘. . . the
main source of radical ideas is the position‘
of workers as workers in capitalist society ’.
Of course people continue to put up with
the existing power game, but this seems
to be more out of pragmatic compliance
than any deep commitment to the bosses
values or any genuine acceptance of the
rigours of the handicap system. involved
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under capitalism.
The point in the Moorhouse study is

that the British lower classes ‘may yet
prove more of an active force in making
its own future than is often allowed’.
Perhaps for too long the role of the party
boss and the intellectuals has been over-
rated as agents of social change.

Management Attitudes — Where Workers
Belong

Managers must manage, and workers must
work is the parrot cry of the press barons.
Thus it will come as no surprise that the
editorial in The Sunday Times on March
10th should declare: ‘So let us begin by
raising a loud cheer that the miners are
back where they belong, which is, at work.
Let us applaud the fact that the Coal
Board has established its proper claim to
manage the coal industry in the national
interest.’

It reminds me of what the boss used to
tell us when I was an apprentice: ‘You are
not paid to think — you’re only paid to
work’. Now if we accept this managerial
mentality and say ‘business is politics by
other means’, then we’d be spending our
lives working in what Hyman calls ‘a
minature undemocratic state’. The factory
would be a dictatorship, and Orwell’s
political nightmare — a foot stamping on
a human face, forever — would become a
real possibility on the shopfloor.

Of course this is not what we, as
workers, experience as a ‘reality’ on the
shopfloor. A regime in which the workers
just work and management manage them
is probably a management ‘ideal’, depen-
dent more on the wishful thinking of the
boss than nay known shopfloor situation.
Anyone who has worked on the shop-
floor knows that the managerial formal
controls on production can be subverted,
by-passed and ‘fiddled’ by workers. This
may even be necessary, notjust for workers
to'keep some control of their work, but
often in order to overcome management
inadequacy. ,

Donald Roy, who worked as a radical-
drill operator in the machine shop of a

,

steel processing plant in the USA, has
suggested that management directives
may not be ‘. . . the guides to efficient
action that they are claimed to be’. The
dangerous Sunday Times idea that the
Coal Board may, in the aftermath of the
coal strike, be induced ‘to manage the coal
industry in the national interest’, could
well prove to be the most disruptive
concept. Every worker knows that the
smooth running of the firm and continuity
of production, is oftenonly achieved as a
consequence of shopfloor workers bending
the rules and overcoming management
obstacles to production.

One only has to consider what happens
when in a ‘work-to-rule’ the workers
follow the directives of the boss to the
letter, and the chaos which ensues.
Anarchists and direct actionists have long
known this, and have developed it as an
effective form of industrial action.
Fortunately most British managers are
aware of the dangers of imposing rigid
controls, and they often turn a blind eye
to short circuiting of the rules by the
shopfloor. However, the signs are th_at’
some Coal Board managers, possibly
incited by the press, politicians and
McGregor, are abandoning this wise stance
and adopting a steamroller, approach “of
ignoring the unions and the miners. The
slogan ‘management must manage’ is a
reckless exhortation. '

Clearly the modern industrial enterprise
is not a kind of bossdom in which the
shopfloor workers are kicked-into-line.
Nor is it, using the analogy of Fox (1966),
‘a minature democratic state ’; for workers
do not elect their managers and cannot
vote them out of office. At least formally
the employer alone is vested with the
right. to govern the firm. What we would
say ‘is that this ‘divine right to manage’ is
radically limited by many shopfloor
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devices; restrictive practices, job controls,
customs, fiddles, even sabotage — and in
the final analysis by direct action in the
form ‘of strikes. '

But if direct action is so deeply rooted
in the lives of ordinary workers, why has
it not yet been followed to its logical
conclusion -— workers’ control? Hyman
(1972) seems to be arguing that for this
to happen, some kind of ‘openly political
movement’ would be needed to lift th
workers from their day to day industrial
struggles into the social and political
arena.

However, if Moorhouse and Chamber-
lain are right intheir study of ‘lower class
attitudes’, it may be that the workers are
not as sheep-like about politics as some
would have us believe. Although many
of their respondents did vote, few thought
it made any difference who governed, to
people like themselves. Many of their
respondents ‘spontaneously referred to
direct action when asked about the most
effective means of influencing the govern-
ment’. These writers thought that insofar
as the interests of the lower classes was
not met through the ‘existing political
emchanisms’ they are likely to be pursued
in ‘other, more inventive ways’.

Since the Moorhouse and Chamberlain
study in 1974, there has been the ‘Winter
of Discontent’, the urban riots of,1981,
and now. the coal strike - which Tinlycllved
a thinly "disguised challenge to the Coal
Board’s ‘right to manage’. Clearly direct
action has taken on important and mass
significance, but what should be of more
vital concern to anarchists is the accom-
panying disenchantment of many people
with the ‘normal’ political system.

, Curiously, despite the anarchistic
findings of the Moorhouse study, neither
the British anarchist movement generally
nor the Direct Action Movement in
particular have yet had any perceptible
influence upon the lower classes. In other
words, organised anarchism is failing to
voice the instinctive apoliticism of many
ordinary workers.

Brian Bamford
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Debate Replies
CORRECTIONS

Dear Freedom",
The start of my article on World Manage-
ment got rather messed up in issue 5.
Those readers who were confused might
like to know that it should have started
as follows: “The difficulties which
face the Western world economies are
currently particularly acute but they are
not insurmountable. ll/lost of them can be
traced to one source. Over the last twenty
five years the old national economies
l7ClV€ b€€l’l fl’GI7SfOl'l'l’l€d ITITO G g€l7Ull'l€

world economy (or at least a genuine
Western world economy) as the volume
of world trade has expanded but the
management agencies are insufficiently
international.

ln 7 972 the value of imports into the
UK was £7 7,072,800,000. By 7982 it had
risen to £56,9-40,300,000. . .”

I hope these errors didn’t make an
already complicated article inaccessable.

Good to have people criticise my
article on CND for the right reasons. I
absolutely agree with Donald Rooum that
the completenessofthe old CND’sillusions
in the Labour Party was important in its
later collapse. The same illusions persist
and are prevalent in the new wave of

CND. I also agree with Oliver Mahler’s
very sensible assertion that an organisation
which ‘approves’ of standing armies,
conventional weapons, etc, can hardly be
seen as non-violent (though I think he
rather ruins the point by claiming CND
approves of NATO — it would make more
sense to accuse some CNDers of approving
of the Warsaw Pact).

I was, however, a little disappointed by
a couple of comments in Colin johnson’s
article. Fisrtly, my point about CND’s
cop out over the Falklands war was not
primarily that it was illogical. Much more
important to me was the feeling that it
was gutless, immoral and contemptible
and that it contributed to a substantial
loss of life and a significant strengthening
of militarism. Secondly, I obviously accept
that non-violent direct action can be a
useful tactic in some circumstances.
I simply don’t see it as a strong enough
tactic to rid the world of nuclear weapons
and am not at all impressed by the way it
is being used by CND as if it were the
only tactic possible.

This means that when I advocate
‘useful political activity’ I don’t have in
mind the idea that people should always
be violent, whilst on the other hand I
certainly .don’t have in mind the idea that

they should join the Labour Party and try
to become councillors. I was thinking
that it wasn’t so very long ago that I went
on a CND (demonstration which called
on people to pass an inflatable globe
from the Soviet embassy to the American
embassy in order to spread the message of
peace. Both embassies contentedly ignored
the demonstration and the police collected
easy overtime. Few peoplerignored the
demonstrations outside the American
embassy over the Vietnam war. ls there
not a conclusion to be drawn?

Fighting for useful things which we
can win (eg, free abortion on demand, the
right of all to have a decent home, the
right of the public to use radio waves) can
be confidence building and disillusioning
in the best possible sense of the word if
we use imaginative and constructive tactics
(eg, disruption of cosmetic counters, rent
strikes, the establishment of unlicensed
radio stations). Winning increases our
strength and reforms extracted from the
system by popular pressure are revolutio-
nary. Marching for hours and listening to-
tedious speeches and then being ignored
is soporific and depressing.

Andy Brown
PS I liked the article on Gandhi a lot.
Readers might like to recall that another
religious figure who used to sleep with
young girls in order to test himself was
Gregorii Rasputin.
 

DELEGATION OF UTOPI-A

In his article ‘Life without Leaders’
(Freedom, May 1985) Paul-Francois
Guillotine states that “anarchy (is)
total co-operation between individuals ”.
I would like to know what this could
possibly mean. It is asserted that “People
would use each others’ various skills and
abilities . . .” How is it decided which
skills and abilities are to be used, and by
whom? Given finite resources how
exactly would a community structure
its activities “to "ensure that everyone
had enough to live comfortably”, always
assuming that everyone shared the same
criteria for assessing this? The only way
this utopianism could be relevant to
real people would be if everyone was
totally rational and objective, as well
,as “trusting, responsible and willing to
co-operate at all times”. Also everyone

GOD~BITS
A few religious/mystical events. The
Church of Scotland has advised that
devils and demons are best defeated
without the use of exorcism. It prefers
the use ofprayer, blessing and the ministry
of healing.

A Baptist divinity school in Raleigh,
North Carolina, has awarded an honorary

would have to be fully conscious all the
time of their own and everyone else’s
needs, feelings and desires. It is impossible
to live with others without inadvertently
impinging on them through ignorance,
lack of consideration, etc.

Even with the best will in the world
people who are not identical to each other
will always have difficulty appreciating
what others want and need. This applies
to communities as well as individuals.
Trade and provide cannot simultaneously
be used to describe inter-communal
processes. How do we (in one community)
discuss with others how our interaction
should be organised? Do all of us have
to go and see all of them each time (I)?
Efficiency per se may not be our primary
aim but wouldn't delegation be more realis-
tic? Besides, if everyone is as “trusting. ..
(etc)” as suggested, why would delegation
pose any problem? In practice the only

degree to Sun Myung Moon of the
Unification Church. The vice-principal of
the school says that this has no connection
with the $30,000 the Church recently
gave them.

Six young people have set off on ahike
across the most arid part of Australia
without food or water in a ‘test to see
of God exists’. The group, ranging in
age from 6 to 22, will carry bibles,
bandages and a Swiss army knife.
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alternative to delegation would be to pre-
ordain what involvement with others
would be. That would be a far cry from
“total co-operation”. The latter concept
is in fact the basic assumption and the
product of the rather circular argument
against delegates.

To encourage ‘joeople to see anarchism
as a viable social theory” we will have to
do just what Paul-Francois fails to do,
that is to produce a theory that relates
to people and communities actually
dealing with the complexities and frustra-
tions attendant on life (personal, social,
economic and political). Utopian generali-
sations and simplistic tautologies such as
those expressed in the article are them-
selves exactly what will convince people
of the irrelevance and pointlessness of
anarchism.

Tom jennings
Newcastle-Upon-Tyne

The Pope briefly lost his gold ring
when he waved a bit too energetically
to a crowd in Rome. This is more serious
than you might think, as it is an official
papal seal. Fortunately it was recovered
by security agents. The Holy Father must
have found his faith a great comfort, with
all the distressing things happening lately.
There’s all the unpleasantness during his
tour of Holland, the sight of Roman
Catholics throwing bottles at the Pope
was spared us when he was over here.
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A CRITICAL REVIEW OF BRIAN MARTIN'S -UPROOTING WAR
(Ffeedom Press, London 1984. £4.00, 298 pages)  ,

Like psycho-analysis, feminism and similar
symptoms of the problem of understand-
ing and changing the hell-on-earthwe call
human civilisation, marxism is clearly part
of the disease of which it purports to be
the cure. If the aim of the exercise is a
society or set of societies of free and
equal human beings, the elite conquest
and exercise of economic and State
power under whatever ideological cover
story, can only perpetuate human domina-
tion, suffering and death. If marxism is
‘inadequate to address and redress the
modern global system of private propertyl
production for profit and nation States, it
is a fortiori incapable of addressing war,
the institu tional symptoms par excellence
of this system. (I confine myself to
contemporary civilisation. Compare Lewis
Mumford: “The cycle of conquest,
extermination and revenge is the chronic
conditions of all ‘civilised’ states, and, as
Plato observes, war is their natural
condition”.)

In theory, war is an institutional
means of resolving conflicts between
nation states. (Civil wars-mirror and
mimic on a micro-scale international
armed conflict, albeit with important
distinctive features.) The aim of war is
peace. In practice, far from resolving
international conflict, the preparation
for, threat and waging of war necessarily
maintain the institution and the system
of which it is a key part, as ends in them-
selves. Profitable, despite the inherent
risks for the system’s corporate and
state rulers, fuelled by applied science
and technology, the death business is the
outstanding symptom of the sickness of
modern civilisation.

Like every other human institution,
war, production for profit and nation
states are human inventions, products of
human mental and physical powers and
desires. Whether we participate or
collaborate in corporate and state business
as normal asdominators, means-technicians
or victims, whatever our variable place in
the international system of power and
privilege, the institutions of death and
destruction are our free human creations,

We are responsible for all that exists, all
we don’t try to change. The roots of war,
capitalism and state power lie in human
desire. The greater freedom (power) to
serve or resist the death business, the
greater our casual and moral responsibility.
Appeals to abstract entities (no matter
how apparently concrete) like ‘groups’,
‘classes’ and ‘nations’, simply avoid the
essential fact: thefinal Nurem bu rg Principle
concerning individual responsibility for
business as normal correctly locates the
roots of war (not just legal morality) in
individual human psyche.

True, the modern ‘slaughter-bench of
history’, two World Wars, the 30 million
or so dead, the 40 or so post-1945 wars,
the arms race, the permanent threat of
nuclear wars with their unknowable
consequences, together with the moroni-
sing effects of the rest of the institutions
of the modern ‘civilising sheepdip’ —- the
intellectual/moral degeneration process —
serve only to reinforce individual passive
or active acceptance of business as normal.
The fact remains that humans make and
maintain the institutions in question.
Why? Blaming the ‘species’ a la Freud and
other biological determinists simply avoids
the basic characteristic of human mindl
nature: precisely owing to our (contingent)
biological inheritance, powers of free
thought and action. Within the limits of
natural law, however limiting the social
conditions, within these limits each
individual freely contributes to thee
creation of the social world around
him/her. What then is it about modern
human individuals which dispose them to
collaborate as elite dominators and means-
technicians or victims in the _modern war
business, with all its diseased features and
consequences?

Historically, marxism and anarchism
or libertarian socialism (I ignore authorita-
rian and extreme-individualist caricatures)
have represented the 19-20th century
left’s efforts to grapple with and act to
change business as normal. If marxism has
failed "because it is a psychology (hence
ideology) of business as normal, anarchism
has hitherto failed because it has lacked
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any adequate (libertarian) psychology of
the human creation and maintenance of
BAN. Already by the outbreak of World
War I, Victor Serge (Memoirs of a Revo-
lutionary) had recognised the bankruptcy
of traditional anarchist theory. Since, for
all the heroism of libertarians in the
Russian, Spanish and other twentieth
century revolutions, the naivity ofanarchist
psychology has been its essential feature.
The, psychological — hence power -- gulf
between classical libertarian socialist
principles or ends and the institutions of
BAN was tragically evident to Malatesta
in the immediate post-war period: “lt is
necessary . . . to leave a little on one
-side the idyllic descriptions and visions of
future and distant perfection and face
things as they are today . . .”. (Malatesta
editor Vernon Richards). Not have
apparently more sophisticated anarcho-
syndicalist thinkers like Rudolf Rocker
directly addressed the problem. Sympto-
matic of the psychological crisis of
contemporary libertarian theory is the
fact that Noam Chomsky’s writings,
presented by his editor C P Otero (Radical
Priorities) as “arguably) the highest point.
in the libertarian socialist tradition”,
either avoid -the problem or treat it
schematically in classical, bankrupt terms.
And this, despite the fact that in his non-
political work, Chomsky rightly regards
himself as as theoretical psychologist.

It was with some interest, then, thatl
read Brian Martin’s recently published
book on the roots of modern war and
what’s to be done about it from an
explicit libertarian socialist standpoint.*
Alas, the book, while valuable in many
ways, stops where libertarian theory needs
to start. For all his concern with individual
and group based strategies for ‘uprooting
war’, Martin is concerned only to address
the ‘objective symptoms’ of the problem:
“The roots of war are the institutions
which maintain centralised political and
economic power, inequality and privilege,
and monopolies over organised violence
to protect power and privilege. Some of
the key roots of war are the state system,
bureaucracy, the military and patriarchy.”
(vii). We have heard this from marxists
and non-marxists (Einstein, C W Mills,
Russell . . . well-meaning people of every
political hue) before. Few libertarians will
disagree with Martin’s opposition to
(influencing) the elites who run the
nation state system, his insistence that
war cannot be eliminated without radical
replacement of the institutions of BAN,
or his emphasis on ideas for involving
people in grassroots activism. But it is
precisely the most heightened symptom of
the continuing psychological bankruptcy
of libertarian theory thatMartin ’sdiagnosis
and prescriptions concerning war com-
pletely fail to address the ‘subjective’
conditions without which ‘objective’
institutional change is impossible.“ Social

, continued over
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institutions shape people ’s attitudes, and
people’s attitudes shape the creation of
institutions. I take it for granted than an
antiwar strategy -must involve changing
people is attitudes”.

While for Martin “The ideal is simul-
taneous institutional and personal change”,
“| think it is much more important that
strategies be based on promoting institu-
tional transformation. Participatory
campaigns with this goal will promote
changes in attitude as they proceed.”
(ibid.)

Like Marx in The German Ideology,
Martin substitutes naive wishful thinking
concerning “changing consciousness
through praxis” for the real task: the
provision of a systematic libertarian
theory, empirically grounded in the
deepest understanding of human natural
psychology, of a) that the psychological
-conditions of ‘normal’ participation of
individuals in groups in each nation state
(as dominators, means-technical function-
aries and victims) in corporate and state
BAN; and b) the psychological conditions
for the majority of victims and means-

technicians (I abstract from the domina-
tors) to desire to change the objective
institutional system, in favour of asociety
of free and equal human beings. Platitudes
on the level of ‘institutions shape people’s
attitudes and vice versa’ are simply super-
ficial to the real problem :human ‘attitudes’
like the ‘objective’ institutions, are free
products of human desire — hopes, wishes,
fears. While marxists and libertarians like
Martin talk a-psychologically about
‘objective institutions’, ‘consciousness’
and ‘personal attitudes’, they necessarily
collaborate theoretically-ideologically in
mystifying the real roots of the causes
of war.

Thus it is that we have a book of nearly
300 pages by an intelligent, sophisticated
libertarian activist (Martin summarises his
own ‘sheepdip’ for us on pages 104-7)
whose ‘strategies’ for grassroots action to
change the institutions of BAN remain
completely ‘idealist’, lacking precisely
the grounding in a depth-psychology
adequate to the task. To argue that we
lack even the beginnings of an adequate
understanding, let alone systematic liber-
tarian theory, of the psychology of free
human thought and action, above all in

the ‘objective’ institutional domains in
question, only makes the task of acquiring
such knowledge that much more urgent.**
Explanationisneverjustification,especially
for libertarians, given the unprecedented’
nature and consequences of BAN. However
difficult the task, we simply do not have
the luxury of Martin’s long-term perspec-
tive on the problem: “A grassroots pro-
gramme for replacing the institutions
underlying war is not a short term prop-
osition. It will require decades, or, more
likely, many centuries.” (P 238). It is
not necessary to take issue with Martin
concerning the real-world possibilities of
continuing his grassroots action-campaigns
after nuclear war(s) (chapters 5-6) in order
to appreciate the book’s essential psycho-
logical naivity, its radical lack of psych0-
logical realism. If this is a brave book, a
good attempt to grapple with complexi-
ties of unprecedented importance which
most people, libertarians included, don’t
want to know about, its chief value lies in
stimulating us to ask ,and try in adequate
libertarian theory and practice, to answer
why.

Patrick Flanagan
Barcelona
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ls Anybody Out There?
A book of cartoons by J F Batelli
Free Association Books, 26 Freegrove Road,
London N7 9FIO.

HOLD THAT POSE, COMRADE
It is a universally known fact, so I -am
told, that the entire French and Italian
middle classes are card carrying members
of their respective Communist Parties.
The climate is warm, the wine is cheap,
laughter and tears are on public display
long after the tourist season, and the
mass demonstrations are the theatre of
the streets offering the romatic audience
participation denied to the cinema

And always the artist with the brush
and the crayon painting the gentle
worker, the devout peasant or the toe-
touching ballerina. Though I was never a
devout peasant ora toe-touching ballerina,
I can stand in judgement on the visual
interpretations of the gentle worker as
one who has done more than my fair
whack in the world ofindustrialised mass
production, and one knows that it is
impossible to reproduce in line or paint
the boredom and the mind-draining
awfulness of those long hours of repetition

Having paid due homage to Picasso’s
Guernica, I feel that it is well nigh
impossible to think of any major work of
visual art that earned the hatred of those
it was aimed at, for in the end the best
now decorate the walls of the wealthy
and the worst are forgotten. All those
pretty posters spawned in the Paris riots
of 1968 are now nicely framed as prints
for prices beyond your pockets, my
comrades. While out of the miners year
long strike not one ‘valid visual work of
art came, for it was of no interest to
Britain’s Bond Street contracted painters.
One single photographic poster of a
woman being clubbed by a mounted
policeman is all, to our art establishment’s
shame, we shall be left with to honour
those involved in that long struggle. And
it is instant art of the fleeting moment
from the pencil of the cartoonists. And
it is they who reflect our anger, shepherd
our emotions and simplify the news
beneath the gravestone of the day’s
headline. Crane lost his way in a .‘;.tlry-
world of working class whimsy, Low in
the dead thirties treated the shadow of
the concentration camps as an amusing
funny story, Cliff Harper of the superb
line is too intellrctual, Constantini turns
it all into two-dlrnensional decoration,
while ‘Brick’, working ur. . s the pressure
of a deadline, has to fall back too often
onto the harmless giggle, but he is my
best for working‘ to that deadline. Only
Scarfe and Cummings surface because
they hurt, they hurt and that is what it is
about, for if the cartoon does not hurt
then it has failed.

In Paris there is jean-Francois Batellier
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and, with his wife Marie-France, he is
part of that ‘scene’ peculiar to Paris and
its open cafe society. His styleis a combi-
nation of Harper’s meticulous drawing
and a free-hand, fluid style and his subject
matter anti-establishment but with no
particular cause on offer. His books of
reproductions have aprint-ru n ofth ousands
and he is used, and I type used deliberately,
by almost every anti-establishment
grouping of the libertarian or political
left, or just sucks-boo to the government
of the hour, trade unions of newspaper
or periodical and ‘abroad’ from Bulgaria
to Finland. And if you are so well loved
by editors then one must ask oneself
why? I would hold that in Batellier’s vast
output of brilliant and witty drawings no-
one is held responsible for any act of
inhumanity - it is always the great
amoral them, and them ain’t us.

I hold that my pointregarding Batellier’s
work is justified in his witty ‘porno-
graphic’ drawings, for, as I bear witness, it
is these that have the in-crowd, ‘we are
with it’ people moving away feeling that
they are offended. When individuals
move away in feined disgust at his anti-
establishment works and groups and
papers refuse to use them because of their
savage bite, then Batellier will have won,
but at this moment in time he is like unto
one of the fabulous primitive punk
rockers who were cleaned up, physically
and artistically, for the in-crowd mass
sales. But, jean-Francois, I think you’re
marvellous working outwards from the
witty pornographic to the amoral anti-
establishment protests for the soft
centred. Arthur Moyse
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IN ANGEL ALLEY, 84B, WI-IITECI-IAPEL HIGH STREET, mar
LONDON, E1 71-XX

BOOKSHOP NOTES

All the titles listed on the Bookshop page
are currently available from Freedom Press
Bookshop. If ordering by post within
Great Britain please add 10% for postage
and packing, minimum 20p, and if
ordering by post from outside Britain
please add 20%. Cheques made out to
Freedom Press.

The Spanish Revolution: The Left
and the Struggle for Power during
the Civil War.
Burnett Bolloten (University of North
Carolina Press, 7 9 79) 664 pages, £70.
This volume is a vast revision and ex-
pansion of BolIoten’s The Grand Camou-
flage, first published in 1961. As such, it
ranks as the definitive book on the subject
and worth every penny of it’s £10 price
(which is cheap, coming from the USA).
Apart from being the first academic
historian to establish the depth and
extent of the ‘spontaneous revolution’
that swept over much of Spain as a
proletarian response to the military
rising, Bolloten also clearly reveals the
methods which the communist party
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IS LENTIL BENT, OR WHAT ?

Cuhe 1-eel -re_ _ ms ’ ,_ °’ 24" 924° 3‘>“’1s
used to rise to dominance from
obscurity. All in all, this book is a shining
example of how to combine truth,
passion and scholarship in a grippingly
readable package. Buy now before the
price goes up.
(Stu-note to all anarcho-journalists: Any-
one lecturing the world about anarchism,
especially DAM members, who hasn't
read this book is simply bullshitting.)

A bit less pricy are the new pamphlets:
The Bolshevik Myth by Alexander Berk-
man, 64pp, 90p. This a reprint byVirus
of Berkman’s diary extracts 1920-1922,
when he was travelling/working with
Emma Goldman. When they first came to
Russia they adored the Bolsheviks, but as
time went on and they saw the peasants’
everyday life they changed their minds.
Though, as usual, in this pamphlet Berk-
man hardly mentions Goldman ’s name.

Anarchy - by an Anarchist. Elisee
Reclus. Republished by ‘Practical Parasite’
12 A4 pages, 40p. Originally published
1884 in the USA. As far as I know, this is
the author’s only work in print right now.

Another pamphlet just out is The
Chinese Anarchist Movement, published
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by Drowned Rat, 20 A4 pages, 75p. lt’s
a presentation of the origins, the links
with the national revolution, the work-
study movement and of the rising commu-
nist tide.

Medway DAM-IWA just published
Pornography and State Control, by Liz
Verran, 12 A4 pages, 50p. It contains a
definition, a debate and ways of action.

The last pamphlet this month is an
excellent bibliography of Anarchist and
Related Pamphlets 7970-7985, compiled
by R Alexander. It is published by
Practical Parasite, 25 A4 pages, 80p. A
few of the around 460 listed pamphlets
are out of print, though the editor is
willing to do photocopies of the ones
you want, at cost + postage.

Mo handed over the bookshop to me
in mid-April and I am now in the process
of ordering a few books that have not
been on the shelves before. More details
insthe next Freedom.

Mia

By the way, do you know why anarchists
drink rhubarb tea? Because proper-ty is
theft.
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